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Humans can learn to abstract and conceptualize the shared visual features defining an object category in object learning. Therefore,
learning is generalizable to transformationsof familiarobjects andeven tonewobjects thatdiffer inotherphysical properties. In contrast,
visual perceptual learning (VPL), improvement in discriminating fine differences of a basic visual feature through training, is commonly
regarded as specific and low-level learning because the improvement often disappears when the trained stimulus is simply relocated or
rotated in the visual field. Such location and orientation specificity is taken as evidence for neural plasticity in primary visual cortex (V1)
or improved readout of V1 signals. However, new training methods have shown complete VPL transfer across stimulus locations and
orientations, suggesting the involvement of high-level cognitive processes. Here we report that VPL bears similar properties of object
learning. Specifically, we found that orientation discrimination learning is completely transferrable between luminance gratings initially
encoded in V1 and bilaterally symmetric dot patterns encoded in higher visual cortex. Similarly, motion direction discrimination
learning is transferablebetween first- andsecond-ordermotion signals. These results suggest thatVPLcan takeplace at a conceptual level
and generalize to stimuli with different physical properties. Our findings thus reconcile perceptual and object learning into a unified
framework.
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Introduction
One of the remarkable functions of the brain is its capability to
learn from past experience to improve cognitive and perceptual
skills. Some forms of visual learning, such as recognition and
categorization of complex objects, lead to abstraction of the rules
defining the critical features of the object category (Bruner et al.,

1956; Rouder and Ratcliff, 2006). As a result, the learning effect
can be generalized to a broad range of previously unseen objects
that belong to the same learned category but are different in
physical properties. Such cognitive ability is also important for
invariant recognition of the same object under diverse viewing
conditions. Conversely, visual perceptual learning (VPL)—im-
provement in discriminating subtle differences in basic visual
features such as the orientation of a line or the moving direction
of a dot—has long been regarded as a unique learning form
because it is highly specific to the training conditions (Fahle,
2002). For example, the discrimination threshold (i.e., the just-
noticeable difference) for a stimulus’s orientation or moving di-
rection is much reduced with training, but this learning effect
usually disappears when the same stimulus is placed at a new
visual field location or when its orientation/moving direction is
rotated by 90 degrees (Crist et al., 1997). Such learning specificity
coincides with the coding strategy in the primary visual cortex
(V1), where different neurons represent different visual field lo-
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Significance Statement

Training inobject recognition canproducea learning effect that is applicable tonewviewing conditionsor even tonewobjectswith
different physical properties. However, perceptual learning has long been regarded as a low-level form of learning because of its
specificity to the trained stimulus conditions. Here we demonstrate with new training tactics that visual perceptual learning is
completely transferrable between distinct physical stimuli. This finding indicates that perceptual learning also operates at a
conceptual level in a stimulus-invariant manner.
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cations, stimulus orientations, and moving directions (Hubel
and Wiesel, 1959, 1962). Therefore, VPL is often interpreted as
training-induced changes specific to the subset of V1 neurons
encoding the trained stimulus (Karni and Sagi, 1991; Schoups et
al., 1995; Teich and Qian, 2003), or as improved readout of V1
sensory signals specifically activated by the trained stimulus
(Mollon and Danilova, 1996; Dosher and Lu, 1999; Law and
Gold, 2009).

However, our previous studies have shown that the location
and orientation/direction specificity of VPL can be eliminated
with new double-training or training-plus-exposure (TPE) pro-
cedures (Xiao et al., 2008; J.Y. Zhang et al., 2010; Zhang and Yang,
2014; Xiong et al., 2016) and that the learning effect can even
transfer to the opposite visual field represented by the untrained
brain hemisphere (Wang et al., 2012). For example, Vernier
learning can transfer to a new location or orientation completely
if the observers receive additional exposure of the new location or
orientation via performing an irrelevant task (Wang et al., 2012,
2014; J.Y. Zhang et al., 2014). These results cannot be easily ex-
plained by specific changes in early visual cortical areas that are
topographically organized to represent the visual field locations
and to encode simple stimulus attributes such as line orientations
and dot moving directions. Instead, a more central mechanism
has to be introduced to account for the transfer of VPL.

The transferability of VPL is usually examined by comparing
the same physical stimulus under the trained versus untrained
conditions. It remains unknown whether the learning effect
could generalize between different physical stimuli that define the
same visual feature (e.g., a specific orientation or motion direc-
tion). This issue is particularly important because such learning
transfer would suggest that VPL can take place at a conceptual
level, similar to category or object learning. In this study, we
investigated this possibility with the classical VPL tasks of orien-
tation and motion direction discrimination.

Materials and Methods
Observers and apparatus. Seventy-four naive observers (33 male and 41
female) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision were recruited from
undergraduate and graduate students. All except four in a control exper-
iment (see Fig. 5G) were inexperienced. They were required to sign an
informed consent form before the study. All experimental procedures
conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the
ethics committees of Beijing Normal University and Peking University.

The stimuli were generated with a MATLAB-based Psychotoolbox-3
(Pelli, 1997) and presented on a 21 inch Sony G520 color monitor (1024
pixel � 768 pixel, 0.38 mm � 0.38 mm per pixel, 120 Hz frame rate). The
mean luminance was 50 cd/m2. The luminance of the monitor was lin-
earized by an 8-bit look-up table. Viewing was binocular through a cir-
cular opening (diameter � 17°) of a piece of black cardboard that
covered the rest of the monitor screen. A chin-and-head rest helped
stabilize the head of the observer. Experiments were run in a dimly lit
room. An Eyelink II eye tracker (SR Research) was used to monitor eye
movements in a control experiment (see Fig. 5F ).

Visual stimuli. The stimuli used for orientation discrimination
training in the fovea included Gabor and noise grating patches and
bilaterally symmetric dot patterns (see Fig. 1A). The Gabor gratings
(Gaussian-enveloped sinusoidal gratings) were set at 1.5 cycles/° and
50% contrast, with the phase randomized for every presentation. The
SD of the Gaussian envelop was 0.67°. The noise gratings (Schoups et
al., 1995) consisted of pixelated stripes within a circular field
(3° diameter). The widths and spacing of the stripes randomly
varied between 0.09° and 0.37° and were re-randomized for each
presentation.

The symmetric dot patterns consisted of 18 pairs of bilaterally sym-
metric white dots (0.1° diameter), which were confined to an area divided

into 18 � 18 invisible square compartments (0.16° � 0.16° each). The
placement of the 18 dots on one side of the symmetry axis (within 18 rows
by 9 columns of available compartments) was subject to the following
constraints: (1) no dot was placed in the column of compartments near-
est to the symmetry axis; (2) for the other 8 columns, 2 of them were
randomly chosen to hold 3 dots in each column and each of the remain-
ing 6 columns contained 2 dots; (3) only one dot was allowed in each of
the 18 rows by randomly assigning row numbers to the 18 dots on one
side of the symmetric pattern; and (4) the location of each dot was ran-
domly jittered by 0–0.04° from the compartment center. After position-
ing the 18 dots on one side of the symmetry axis, the whole symmetric
pattern was generated by placing another 18 mirror-imaged dots on the
other side. For each stimulus presentation, the dot pattern was regener-
ated, preventing the observers from using local cues in the orientation
discrimination task.

The stimuli used for motion direction discrimination in the fovea
included luminance-modulated (i.e., first-order) stimuli and contrast-
modulated (i.e., second-order) stimuli that were replicated from a pre-
vious study (Petrov and Hayes, 2010). In brief, a first-order stimulus was
an additive combination of a radially isotropic moving modulator and a
dynamic noise carrier, and a second-order stimulus was a multiplicative
combination of the same moving modulator and noise carrier. The mod-
ulator had a diameter of 6.5°, contrast of 1, and moving speed of 4°/s. The
edge of the modulator was blurred with a semitransparent linear ramp
from 5.5° to 6.5° in diameter.

Experimental procedure. In the orientation, motion direction, lumi-
nance, and contrast discrimination tasks, the thresholds were measured
in a temporal 2-alternative forced-choice task using a 3-down 1-up stair-
case procedure that converged at a 79.4% correct response rate.

In each trial, the reference and test stimuli were randomly presented in
two intervals (orientation or luminance task: 106 ms each; direction or
contrast task: 800 ms) separated by an interstimulus interval (orientation
or luminance: 500 ms; direction or contrast: 200 ms). For the orientation
and motion direction discrimination tasks, the reference stimulus was set
at 35° or 125° and the test stimulus was deviated from the reference by an
amount automatically controlled by the staircase procedure. The observ-
er’s task was to judge in which interval the stimulus was tilted more
clockwise. For the mean luminance discrimination task with the dot
pattern stimuli, the luminance of individual dots was randomized within
�20% of a specific mean luminance level. This level was chosen in such
a way that the mean luminance of the entire reference pattern was fixed at
80% of the screen maximal luminance. The mean luminance of the entire
test pattern, which was lower, was controlled by a staircase. The observ-
er’s task was to report in which interval the dot pattern had a higher mean
luminance. For the contrast discrimination task with the second-order
motion stimuli, the contrast of the modulator in the reference stimulus
was set at 1.00, and the contrast of the test stimulus was decreased by an
amount controlled by a staircase. The observer’s task was to report in
which interval the stimulus had a higher contrast.

Auditory feedback was given on incorrect responses. Each staircase
consisted of 10 reversals (�50–60 trials). The geometric mean of the last
six reversals was taken as the discrimination threshold. The pretraining
and posttraining thresholds were calculated based on six staircases. The
mean thresholds in a training session (day) were calculated based on 16
or 10 staircases, as indicated in the text.

In a motion adaptation experiment (see Fig. 5G), the second-order
motion stimulus at one of the training directions was first presented for 1
min as an adaptor at 5° retinal eccentricity left to the fixation point. It was
then presented for 4 s at the beginning of each subsequent trial. After a
200 ms delay, a pair of identical first-order or second-order motion
stimuli were presented for 1.5 s, one at the same adapted location and the
other at a mirrored location in the opposite visual hemifield. The observ-
ers compared the speeds of the two stimuli by reporting which one
moved faster. A method of constant stimuli was used to measure the
perceived speed at the adapted location. The speed of the stimulus at
the adapted location was the same as the adaptor speed. The speed of
the other stimulus varied in seven levels from trial to trial. Each level
consisted of 48 trials. The point of subjective equality (PSE) at 50%
response rate was estimated by fitting the psychometric function with a
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Weibull function. Control data with no adaptors were also collected as
the baselines.

Results
In the orientation discrimination task, human observers were
trained to discriminate a small difference in orientation between
two otherwise identical stimuli that were displayed briefly and
successively. The stimuli were either luminance gratings or bilat-
erally symmetric dot patterns (Fig. 1A). Processing of these two
types of oriented stimuli is known to engage different visual cor-
tical areas. The grating orientations are initially encoded in V1
(Hubel and Wiesel, 1959, 1962), the earliest stage of visual infor-
mation processing in the cortex, whereas the symmetric dot pat-
terns only selectively activate higher-order cortical areas (Sasaki
et al., 2005; Tyler et al., 2005). Two types of luminance gratings
were used. One type was conventional Gabor gratings (sinusoidal
gratings with a Gaussian envelope), which match the receptive
field profiles of V1 simple cells well (Watson et al., 1983). Because
the periodicity of the sinusoidal component of Gabor gratings
might contain symmetry information around their orientation
axis, we also tested with “noise gratings” formed by pixelated
stripes of different widths and spacing (Schoups et al., 1995).
These noise gratings should activate symmetry detectors mini-
mally. The experimental results were similar for both types of
grating stimuli and were thus pooled for data analyses.

We first investigated whether orientation discrimination
learning could transfer from symmetric dot patterns to gratings
(Fig. 1A). Fourteen observers practiced orientation discrimina-
tion when the symmetry axis of the dot patterns was set at 35° or
125° (counterbalanced across observers). Five sessions of practice

on different days (16 blocks of trials in each training session)
reduced the discrimination threshold by 42.8 � 3.1% (p � 0.001,
two-tailed paired t test in this and later analyses unless stated
otherwise; Cohen’s d � 3.62; Fig. 1B,C). After training with the
dot patterns, orientation discrimination of Gabor and noise grat-
ings around the same axis also showed significant improvement
(35.1 � 3.4%, p � 0.001, Cohen’s d � 2.78; Fig. 1B,C). The
improvement rates for the trained (dot patterns) and untrained
(gratings) stimuli were not statistically different from each other
(p � 0.12, Cohen’s d � 0.44), indicating significant transfer of
the learning effect.

To determine whether the learning transfer was complete, the
observers further practiced the orientation discrimination task with
thegrating stimuli foranother five sessions.This subsequent training
only led toavery small and insignificant improvementoforientation
discrimination (5.4 � 3.5%, p � 0.15, Cohen’s d � 0.41; Fig. 1B,C),
indicating that the earlier learning transfer was nearly complete. It is
noteworthy that the pretraining and posttraining thresholds for the
global dot patterns were two to three times larger than those for the
gratings. The complete learning transfer thus suggests that the learn-
ing takesplace at a central processing stage,whereorientation signals
defined by physically distinct stimuli are analyzed in a similar way
even if these stimuli are initially encoded by separate neural mecha-
nisms with different levels of precision.

In contrast, in the reverse direction (Fig. 2A), the transfer of ori-
entation discrimination learning from gratings to dot patterns first
appeared to be only partial. Another 14 naive observers practiced
grating orientation discrimination for five sessions on different days
at either 35° or 125°, which improved the performance by 40.1 �
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Figure 1. Transfer of orientation discrimination learning from symmetric dot patterns to gratings. A, Sample stimuli. The symmetry axis is indicated by the red dashed line (not shown in the actual
stimuli). The arrow indicates the direction of learning transfer. B, Session-by-session mean discrimination thresholds for dot pattern orientation (“Dots”) and grating orientation (“Gabor” or “Noise”).
Grating orientation discrimination was tested with Gabor gratings (left) and noise gratings (right). C, Summary of dot pattern orientation learning and its transfer to grating orientation (“Training1”
and “Transfer”; left two bars) and the impact of further grating orientation training (“Training2”; right bar). Data are averaged over the two panels in B. The percentage improvement was calculated
as (pretraining threshold � posttraining threshold)/pretraining threshold. Error bars indicate �SEM.
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tion (see Materials and Methods; Fig. 4A). Initial orientation
learning with noise gratings (34.0 � 5.1%, p � 0.001, Cohen’s
d � 2.724) had a small and insignificant impact on dot pattern
orientation discrimination (9.7 � 7.0%, p � 0.22, Cohen’s d �
0.57), but subsequent dot pattern exposure substantially im-
proved dot pattern orientation discrimination (26.3 � 4.5%, p �
0.002, Cohen’s d � 2.37). This TPE procedure maximized the
observers’ discriminability because further direct orientation
training with the dot patterns did not further reduce the thresh-
olds (�0.3 � 5.8%, p � 0.96, Cohen’s d � 0.02). These results
thus largely excluded a potential contribution of covert orienta-
tion learning during the exposure phase.

We showed that TPE enabled learning transfer from gratings
to dot patterns, but there was a possibility that the exposure phase
alone could improve orientation discrimination with dot pat-
terns. Another control experiment ruled out this possibility. The

experimental design was similar to that in Figure 4A except that
there was no initial grating orientation training. As shown in
Figure 4B, mere exposure of the dot patterns (also via a near-
threshold mean luminance discrimination task) had a small
and insignificant impact on dot pattern orientation threshold
(8.6 � 4.5%, p � 0.115, Cohen’s d � 0.778), but further direct
dot pattern orientation training significantly improved dot pat-
tern orientation discrimination (24.4 � 7.3%, p � 0.029, Cohen’s
d � 1.49). Consistent with commonly seen task specificity of
perceptual learning, these control data indicate that stimulus ex-
posure alone cannot cause a learning effect comparable to direct
training. Therefore, the further improved dot pattern orientation
discrimination performance after TPE was more likely due to an
interaction between exposure and earlier grating orientation
training, which led to improved perceptual sensitivity rather than
some general exposure-based learning.
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first-order stimuli (36.8 � 4.9%, p � 0.001, Cohen’s d � 3.0). A
further 3 sessions of training with the first-order stimuli did not
produce additional improvement (5.3 � 3.7%, p � 0.22, Cohen’s
d � 0.58), suggesting that second-order motion discrimination
learning transferred to the first-order motion completely.

Similar to the transfer of orientation discrimination learning
from simple gratings to complex dot patterns, motion discrimi-
nation learning with the first-order stimuli (36.9 � 5.7%, p �
0.001, Cohen’s d � 2.6; Fig. 5D) in 6 observers initially only
partially transferred to the second-order stimuli moving at the
same direction (18.3 � 4.3%, p � 0.008, Cohen’s d � 1.76). This
asymmetric learning transfer between first- and second-order
motion was also reported previously (Petrov and Hayes, 2010).
Nevertheless, after having the observers exposed to the second-
order motion stimuli in a near-threshold contrast discrimination
task (see Materials and Methods) for 5 sessions (16 blocks of
50–60 trials per session), their mean threshold for discriminating
the second-order motion direction was further reduced by 22.0 �
2.9% (p � 0.001, Cohen’s d � 3.1), with a total improvement of
40.3 � 4.0%. Three sessions of subsequent direct training with
the second-order stimuli did not induce further improvement
(�0.2 � 6.0%, p � 0.75, Cohen’s d � �0.15), indicating that
motion discrimination learning had completely transferred from
the first- to the second-order stimuli.

A control experiment on another 5 naive observers showed
that the exposure procedure by itself (contrast discrimination of
the second-order motion stimuli for 5 sessions; Fig. 5E) did not
produce any significant improvement in motion discrimination
(�1.1 � 2.5%, p � 0.45, Cohen’s d � �0.20). This task specific-
ity of learning also excluded the possibility that the performance
improvement with second-order motion direction after the ex-
posure phase was simply a result of exposure-based general learn-
ing; rather, it was the interaction between the exposure and the
earlier first-order motion direction training that improved the
perceptual sensitivity.

A second control experiment investigated whether learning
transfer between the first- and second-order motion stimuli
could be due to biased eye movements that could generate streak-
ing signals on the retina along the motion axis. Such signals could
be similar for both types of stimuli and picked up by the observers
for direction judgment. Four new observers repeated the first-
order motion direction discrimination task for one session at
both the training and the opposite directions (five staircases
each). We calculated, for each subject, the mean eye positional
jitter along and orthogonal to the motion axis. No systematically
biased eye movements were observed along the motion axis (Fig.
5F). These data are consistent with an early analysis by Ball and
Sekuler (1982) showing that eye movements do not constitute a
confounding factor in motion direction learning.

A third control experiment concerned whether the current
first- and second-order motion stimuli share the same neuronal
mechanisms. Four experienced observers who were unaware of
the purpose of the experiment were first adapted to the second-
order motion stimulus and then tested for the adaptation effects
on the perceived speed of the first- or second-order stimulus (Fig.
5G). The results showed that second-order stimulus adaptation
significantly reduced the PSE (i.e., perceived speed) of the same
second-order stimulus by 24.2 � 6.2% (p � 0.036, Cohen’s d �
1.82). The adaptation had much less impact on the PSE of the
first-order stimulus (4.3 � 3.7%, p � 0.034, Cohen’s d � 0.59)
even if second-order motion direction learning can transfer to
first-order motion completely in a conventional training proce-
dure without TPE (Fig. 5C). These results suggest that first- and

second-order motion stimuli are processed by separate neuronal
mechanisms, consistent with brain imaging data (Ashida et al.,
2007).

Discussion
In the current study, we found mutual transfer of orientation or
motion direction discrimination learning between stimuli of dif-
ferent physical properties that have been suggested to engage
different mechanisms. In particular, fMRI studies (Sasaki et al.,
2005; Tyler et al., 2005) have shown that only higher-tier visual
areas, especially the lateral occipital cortex (LO), are differentially
activated by symmetrical and random dots, whereas the activa-
tions in V1 are indistinguishable. Transcranial magnetic stimu-
lation studies also point to LO as the cortical locus for symmetry
detection (Cattaneo et al., 2011; Bona et al., 2014; Bona et al.,
2015). Moreover, fMRI studies using an adaptation protocol
have provided compelling evidence that separate mechanisms are
responsible for processing first- and second-order orientation
(Larsson et al., 2006) and motion (Ashida et al., 2007) because
cross-adaptation of cortical activation is absent between first-
and second-order stimuli. In Figure 5G, we also show that adap-
tation to the second-order motion stimulus has different impacts
on perceived speed of first- and second-order motion stimuli,
indicating that the involved mechanisms are largely separable.

Previous VPL studies have investigated learning transfer be-
tween physically distinct orientation signals defined by real and
illusory lines (Vogels and Orban, 1987) and between motion sig-
nals defined by first- and second-order motion stimuli (Petrov
and Hayes, 2010; Vaina and Chubb, 2012

Ashida et 1987
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